
Lecture II Welcome to Phys 598GTC
Goals for the cowse: · Develop theoreticalbackgrand

for research on topologicalmaterials
· Understad modern developments
the theory of meninteracting electros

·Develop afoudation for understanding
groug theory -solid state physics

Gurder to toques & Space group symmetries



② Wanner functions and Band

representations

⑧ Berry phases and Band topology
① Topological crystalline insulators

course website: courses, physics. Ilinors.edu/phys598gte
Course competentsLectures

HWs(-6)
Final Presentations



Hws graded primarily an completion rather than
correctness

willstude&
Office Hours:Mondays I via Zoom link on

cowser website.
-

I. Review/Refresher/Intro to Grony theory
Useful resources:· Desselhaus, "Applications of Grengthy

to Physics of Solids
· Bradley & Cracknell Mathematical thy of

Symmetry in Solids"



· Seine Liner depresentations of Fite
Grengs!

Starting point:A =+Vit...
HI =EI4

4-
q-> 9
14->14



In this course, we willbe interested in transformations

I=x +d & isa 3x3 Matrix

9 =g T =

*

Inturier facts:1. IfIhave two transformations,
I can firstdo one then the other
this is also a transformation

②I can always under atransformation,
and thats also a transformat en



③I can always do a transformation
thatdoes absolutely nothing

entren a set6 is a grong of

① theres a binary operation, such that of

9,8G and 926, then 9,926,9
-19293

③ EGG such thatgif Eg=g
for all get. Is thedirty



&If got then there exists get
.

gig:g.g =E

Examples ofgrengs:The set untary eperators
01 a d-dimensional Hilbert space is a

greug Urd
- the binary operation is matrixmultiplication
-

=U,



- Wiles untary if U,U untary
- Rotations in 3D form a group

ses

seal orthogonal grang
!determinant, 303 orthogonal rotation
matrices

- Translations in 3D space form a group
↳ binary eration is vector addition
~ of > >

Vi , Vs,-> V, +Vs



·Identity translation:8
·

inverses I= -I

Some important facts about groups:
· Given a group G, we can sensider subsets
A26 that are also groups:

HCGusabbyong :
1. EEA

2. A closed under multiplication



3.It closed under taking inverses

Examples: · Consider the relation grong so). We can
consider all rotations about some fixed as
i. This is a subgroup 50(z) aS03

· Consider (* =S(x,y,z/ 30 translation

gengick 3 Inearly independentveteries=

T=En+mE,n,be
this is a subgroupC known as



aBravars lattice

We can learn about the structure of6 from a subgram
He

Get Ag-Ehglhelt forwe condefiner a right

geG

Ingertantfact:every glad is exactly one right costthe

groof:first:elt
Ag:Shg'/he)=Zg:g



so given at least one roset. Now we need
to show that if gelts, gelse

=>Hg,AseI ↓
g
=h,9, g=hz
I /

h,9, =h292
& W

herhis]hilhughgi
Hehih,-929,



H =H929," =Eh99,I helt
Hg,:Age !=h9,9,

=EhIhelt
E

6 =HUAg, UHg,U... UHg.,
e
I right cosets



vistlay of H. 616:H1
58,9,,92, ...Eni) resetrepresentatives of

I

ExampleID Bravars latticT=(n.ne


